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In this page I am going to look at ways to improve the durability of the 

curving rod as this will come under a lot of strain when being played. I will 

also consider other materials other than mahogany as I feel that this will 

be a hard material to source; I also worry about the price of mahogany as 

i want my design to have a reasonable price and I think using mahogany 

may prevent this from happening. 

As i said on my last page, I was intrigued about using different materials 

stuck together to give a contrasting effect. It was then suggested to me 

to use plywood as this consists of pieces of wood being pressed 

together. At first I was initially unsure how I would get this effect, but then 

cutting diagonally through a block of wood I was able to see the 

contrasting effect take shape. 

 

 

 

As you can see, by cutting through the block of plywood diagonally i was 

able to show the contrasting shades of the woods that have been stuck 

together. I think this looks very eye catching and would bring another 

aesthetic component to my design. In the second image i used 6 coats of 

varnish. I think this makes the block look richer and the contrast stand out 

even further. The only trouble was that to give this effect, the whole 

design would have to be made at a sloping angle which wouldn’t be 

feasible. This gave me the idea to only do on some of the components, 

such as the back of the neck or the curving rod. 

I used my previous model to show the effect on the rod; 

 

 

I was really pleased with the way the curved as it made the design look 

three dimensional because of the different thicknesses on the design. The 

thinning of the rod also emphasises the ‘swooshing’ effect I had 

mentioned before. I think the image below highlights this feature and 

makes it look more appealing. 

 

Another component i added was a curve on the on the underside of the 

body. I did this because i thought the design looked slight bulky since i 

added the curve to the rod. 

 

 

 

 

 

I used sandpaper to create this curve, making sure it looked smooth and 

natural. I think it looks in keeping with my design and makes the core 

body look less bulky. I used masking take to cover the edge of the curve 

so this part wouldn’t get sanded. This meant that the curve would look a 

lot sharper. As you can see, using the masking tape paid off as it clearly 

shows the start of the curve. Once again i think this gives an interesting 

feature to my design as it gives it more depth. I then used a fine grade of 

sand paper to make the design look more professional. 

 

 

 

 

 

I then tested out making the rod stronger, below are pictures of one way i 

looked at. 

 

 

 

 

 

I used wooden dowel to connect the rod to the indented curve on the 

core body. This fixture made the design a lot stronger. I asked a few 

people what they thought of it and got mixed responses. Personally I 

don’t like it as this stopped the flow of the design. I thought of ways to 

make it a feature such as having a xylophone or mini guitar strings which 

could be played alongside the guitar. I thought for my final design that 

the rods would be made from steel as this is a strong but lightweight. I 

think if polished well would give a contrasting effect to the richness of a 

wood. 

The rods also pushed the design up and put in on the slant. I 

thought this looked very effective as the guitar looked mangle 

and even more three dimensional. The down side to this was 

that it would make the design very unstable as there was no 

steady flat surface for it to rest on which would put the design 

under a lot of strain. 

I decided not to go with the rod feature because even though it 

made the rod sturdier, it made the design unbalanced. I also 

realised that if my design is made from a wood, the structure will 

be very strong anyway and won’t need support to keep it 

together anyway. 

I have also decided to go against my headstock design as I 

don’t feel as though it fits in with the sleek curvature of the 

body. I have designed a new curved headstock which I think is 

my in keeping with the rest of the guitar. As you can see I have 

tried to create the same curve that I designed for the protruding 

rod, this is so the headstock and the body will look similar which 

will make the design flow better. 

 

Conclusion 

I have learnt a lot about the 

mechanics of my design in this 

page as I have had to look at the 

stresses and strains it will undergo 

and making sure it’s balanced. I am 

very happy with the curves i have 

added as it has given more 

aesthetics features to draw the 

users into buying it. I have decided 

that I am going to use plywood for 

the body and neck as I think it will 

be strong enough to support the life 

cycle of a guitar and also I think the 

aesthetic effect on the curved rod 

will look very effective on my 

design. 


